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Sockeye salmon1

The Adams River runs from British Columbia to the Pacific Ocean, but what 
makes this river so special is the kind of fish that lives there – the sockeye 
salmon. These fish are born in the river and spend the first year of their life 
there. After that they go on a 2,000-kilometre journey to the Pacific Ocean. 
Three years later they return to the river where they were born. It only takes 
them 17 days to get there. This return journey is a wonder of nature, and it’s 
almost like parkour for the fish as they swim up the river and even jump up 
waterfalls. Along the way the fish stop eating and change color from green to 
bright red. At the end of their journey they lay their eggs and die. 
Nobody knows why, but every four years the number of salmon is really large – in the millions.  
In 2010 there were about 34 million. In other years it is only hundreds. The next big years are  
2022 and 2026. During these years up to 200,000 tourists will come to the area to watch them.
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  1 sockeye salmon [+sOk0I*sxmEn] – Rotlachs

Complete the sentences.

1. The fish are born in the Adams River and spend  the first year of their life there. 

2. After that, they go on a 2,000-kilometre  journey to the Pacific Ocean. 

3. Three years later they  return to the river where they were born. 

4. Along the way the fish stop eating and  change color from green to bright red. 

5. At the end of their journey they  lay their eggs and die. 

6. Nobody knows why but every four years  the number of salmon is really large – in the   

 millions. 

Describe your favourite free time activities and tell your partner about them. (Lösungsvorschlag)

How much time I spend Who I do it with When I started it Why I like it

 In my free time I play basketball. I play with my friends in the afternoon and at the  

 weekends. I started playing when I was twelve years old. I like basketball because it is  

 a team sport and because you can play outside most of the year.  

 

 

1. Löse alle Aufgaben.
2.  Überprüfe deine Lösungen online. Gib dazu den Ó -Code (nach Ziel 5) auf www.klett.de ein.
3.  Gib dir selbst Punkte. Wenn du weniger als die Hälfte der Punkte hast, male das Kästchen 

rot aus und übe auf den Step by step-Seiten (z. B. bei Unit 1 auf S. 16 – 17).

Ziel 2:  Ich kann über Sport und Freizeit sprechen.

Ziel 1: Ich kann Informationen über Kanada verstehen.
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  a) Read the the notes.
  b) Write a letter of protest to the city. (Lösungsvorschlag)

 Dear Sir or Madam,  

 I am writing to you because of the situation   

 in our local park. The park is always full of   

 garbage because people throw their garbage   

 on the ground after picnics.   

 The equipment on the playground is really old   

 and broken. My younger brother can’t play  

 there without hurting himself. Please do something about it. Clean the park and repair  

 things on the playground. 

 Yours sincerely, 

Read the text on pages 20 – 21 again. Choose the right answer.

1. Stephen Samuel Stanley was … a) the ship’s doctor. b) the ship’s captain. 

2. The monkey was on board … a) for experiments. b) as a pet. 

3. On King William Island there … a) were birds everywhere. b) was no wildlife. 

4. In June 1847 … a) the captain died. b) the monkey died. 

5. The only people they met were … a) other explorers. b) Inuit hunters. 

6. In April 1848 the men … a) returned home. b) left the ship. 

Beantworte die Fragen auf Deutsch.
1. Woran erkennt man, ob jemand spielsüchtig ist?

 Süchtige Spieler essen oder schlafen oft   

 nicht, weil sie ihr Spiel nicht unterbrechen  

 wollen. Das kann schlecht für die   

 Gesundheit sein. Sie verbringen ihre   

 Freizeit online und sehen ihre Freunde   

 nicht mehr. 
2. Welche andere Gefahr gibt es?

 Wenn Spiele kostenpflichtig sind, kann   

 das sehr teuer werden. 

• local park always full of garbage
• people throw garbage on the 

ground after picnics
• equipment on the playground is 

old and broken
• younger brother can’t play there 

without hurting himself
• do something about it: clean the 

park and repair things

Addicted to onl ine games

Addicted gamers often don’t eat or sleep 
because they don’t want to stop playing 
their games. They spend all of their free 
time online and don’t see their friends 
any more. The gaming world can even 
replace the real world. In some games 
you can only get to higher levels if you 
spend a lot of time playing or you need 
money to buy online equipment, which 
can become very expensive over time.
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Ziel 3: Ich kann einen Protestbrief schreiben.
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Ziel 4: Ich kann eine Geschichte über eine Expedition verstehen.

Ziel 5: Ich kann Informationen über Drogenkonsum weitergeben.
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 p. 17/5
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